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The possibility of providing distributed feedback by acoustttc waves has been

po■nted out by Koge■ n■k and Shankl)Ever s■ nce′  the pos■ bi■ ity has been attractttng

the attention of many so■ id state dev■ce researchers. However′  none of the var■ ous

proposed acoustic distributed feedback (ADFB)■ asers have yet been rea■ ized′  thus

faro We proposed an ADFB ■aser2)where a set of distributed Bragg ref■ ectors

(DBR′ s)and Surface acoustic wave (SAW)form a two― dimensiona■  feedback ■oop.

After we attempted the excitation of a GHz― SAW by a grating converter on CaAs3)and

the demonstration of the osci■ lation4)。 f our tw。 _dimensional DBR ■aser by using

a corrugation grating instead of SA77′ 壼′ we have recently rea■iZed the ADFB laser'1

proposed by us. In this paper′ we review experiments of the ADFB ■asers in add…

■tion to the theoretica■  scheme of the ■asers.

Figure l shows the configuration of the ■aser. From Bragg conditions for the

DBR and SAW′  the osci■ ■ation wavelength λ2 and the external emission angle 6Lx Of

the two―dimensiona■ DFB mode are obtained theoretica■ ■y as fo■ lows:)

入2=   (2Az/Nz)neff          

λl

[1+(Az/Nz)2/A:]・
/2=[.+(Az/Nz)2/A3‰

and

tx=Sin―・(λ2/2亀 ) (2)

where A" "na A. "r. 
the period of the DBR.rs and the acoustic wavelength, re-

spectively. neff and N" denote the effective refractive index and an integer, re-

presenting the order of the Fourier component of the DBR's. High frequency SAW's

(typical frequency-L.2GHz) were excited on the GaAs by mode conversion from bulk

waves. The samples were pumped optically at 80 K by an N, laser

Spectra of the output of the lasers are sholtn in Figs.2 and 3. Oscillations

of the ADFB modes were observed when microwave power above a certain threshold

was applied to a zno transducer on the back side of the GaAs.

At the present stage, although the lasers are optically pumped ones, it would

be practically easy to construct current injection lasers with the ADFB's. In the

presentation, the possibility of realizing injection lasers6) will be theoretica-

lly considered. Also, we shall briefly discuss their application to wavelength

tuneable and beam scanning lasers, and to very high speed repetitive Q-switching

1.="r=7 )
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